


ID® IDENTITY



Welcome to ID® Identity.    

Every day, we provide clothing for companies 
and events across Europe, emphasizing the 
joint corporate identity of our customers’ 
customers.

We are therefore pleased to yet again present 
a new and exciting inspiration catalogue 2019. 
Rooted in Denmark, but with an international 
outlook, we want to deliver best-in-industry 
Corporate Wear in terms of 

quality, functionality, design and 
responsibility. You can call it doing things 
properly, or quality. 

We are proud to be able to deliver well-
designed and durable products – precisely 
when and where our customers need them. 



PRODUCT NEWS 
& NEW COLOURS



Every day, we provide clothing for 
companies and events across Europe, 
emphasising the joint corporate identity of 
our customers’ customers. We are therefore 
pleased to yet again present a new and 
exciting inspiration catalogue 2019.

Rooted in Denmark, but with an 
international outlook, we want to deliver 
best-in-industry corporate wear in terms 

of quality, functionality, design and 
responsibility. You can call it doing things 
properly, or quality. We are proud to be 
able to deliver well-designed and durable 
products – precisely when and where our 
customers need them.

Welcome to ID® Identity.



ID® proudly presents  
new sustainable 
PRO wear CARE styles 
certified with the  
EU Ecolabel





NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

ISO 15797

ISO 15797

PRO wear CARE women’s T-shirtNO. 0371

PRO wear CARE men’s T-shirtNO. 0370

EU flower certified, casual, durable T-shirt with round neck, narrow neck and sleeve ribbing and extra  
reinforcement at the neck and shoulder seams. Casual design and attractively fitted without compromising  

on freedom of movement. The T-shirt is made of BCI cotton and recycled polyester and has undergone a pre- 
shrinking process at very high temperatures, both before and after dyeing, for extra stability and long life.

EU flower certified, casual, durable T-shirt with round neck, narrow neck and sleeve ribbing and extra  
reinforcement at the neck and shoulder seams. Casual design and attractively fitted without compromising  

on freedom of movement. The T-shirt is made of BCI cotton and recycled polyester and has undergone a pre- 
shrinking process at very high temperatures, both before and after dyeing, for extra stability and long life.

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester | 210-220 g | XS - 6XL | PRO wear

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester | 210-220 g | XS-6XL | PRO wear

White

White

Silver grey

Silver grey

Black

Black

Navy

Navy

Light blue

Light blue







NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

ISO 15797

ISO 15797

NO. 0373 PRO wear CARE women’s T-shirt

NO. 0372 PRO wear CARE men’s T-shirt

EU flower certified, casual, T-shirt with perfectly cut V-neck, narrow neck and sleeve ribbing and extra  
reinforcement at the neck and shoulder seams. Casual design and attractively fitted without compromising  

on freedom of movement. The T-shirt is made of BCI cotton and recycled polyester and has undergone a pre- 
shrinking process at very high temperatures, both before and after dyeing, for extra stability and long life.

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester | 210-220 g | XS - 6XL | PRO wear

White Silver grey BlackNavyLight blue

EU flower certified, casual, T-shirt with perfectly cut V-neck, narrow neck and sleeve ribbing and extra  
reinforcement at the neck and shoulder seams. Casual design and attractively fitted without compromising  

on freedom of movement. The T-shirt is made of BCI cotton and recycled polyester and has undergone a pre- 
shrinking process at very high temperatures, both before and after dyeing, for extra stability and long life.

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester | 210-220 g | XS - 6XL | PRO wear

White Silver grey BlackNavyLight blue



NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

ISO 15797

ISO 15797

PRO wear CARE women’s polo shirtNO. 0375

PRO wear CARE men’s polo shirtNO. 0374

EU flower certified, casual, polo shirt with smart catalina collar and sleeve ribbing and extra reinforcement  
at the neck and shoulder seams. Button closure with hidden press studs. Casual design and attractively fitted without 

compromising on freedom of movement. The polo shirt is made of BCI cotton and recycled polyester and has undergone 
a pre-shrinking process at very high temperatures, both before and after dyeing, for extra stability and long life.

EU flower certified, durable polo shirt with smart catalina collar and sleeve ribbing and extra reinforcement  
at the neck and shoulder seams. Button closure with hidden press studs. Casual design and attractively fitted without 

compromising on freedom of movement. The polo shirt is made of BCI cotton and recycled polyester and has undergone 
a pre-shrinking process at very high temperatures, both before and after dyeing, for extra stability and long life.

50 % cotton / 50 % polyester | 210-220 g | XS - 6XL | PRO wear

50 % cotton / 50 % polyester | 210-220 g | XS - 6XL | PRO wear

White

White

Silver grey

Silver grey

Black

Black

Navy

Navy

Light blue

Light blue





NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

Ladies’ business polo | stretchNO. 0535

Men’s business polo | stretchNO. 0534

Business, single jersey stretch polo with stylish collar stand. Sleeves are finished with a  
firm cuff made of the same material. Elegant contrast fabric inside on collar stand and front  
placket. Button closure with attractive two-tone matching buttons. Small elegant slit in side  

seam. Stretch quality is light and soft and offers greater comfort and freedom of movement.

Business, single jersey stretch polo shirt with stylish collar stand. Sleeves are finished with a 
 firm cuff made of the same material. Elegant contrast fabric inside on collar stand and front  
placket. Button closure with attractive two-tone matching buttons. Small elegant slit in side 

seam. Stretch quality is light and soft and offers greater comfort and freedom of movement.

95 % cotton / 5 % elasthane | 185 g | XS - 3XL

95 % cotton / 5 % elasthane | 185 g | S - 4XL

White

White

Silver grey

Silver grey

Red

Red

Light blue

Light blue

Azure

Azure

Navy

Navy

Black

Black





NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

Uniform shirt | short-sleevedNO. 0231

Uniform shirt | long-sleevedNO. 0230

Light blue

Light blue

White

White

Classic uniform shirt with short sleeves, shoulder straps with button closure and chest  
pockets with flaps. Practical pencil opening in left chest pocket. Easy Care quality. 

Classic uniform shirt with long sleeves and cuffs with adjustable button closure. Shoulder straps with button  
closure and two chest pockets with flaps. Practical pencil opening in left chest pocket. Easy Care quality.

55 % cotton / 45 % polyester | 37/38 - 39/40 - 41/42 - 43/44 - 45/46 - 47/48 - 49/50

55 % cotton / 45 % polyester | 37/38 - 39/40 - 41/42 - 43/44 - 45/46 - 47/48 - 49/50







NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

Easy Care women’s shirtNO. 0235

Easy Care men’s shirt NO. 0234

Black

Black

Light blue

Light blue

White

White

Classic poplin shirt with long sleeves and cuffs with adjustable button closure. 
Double back yoke. Front and back darts ensure optimal fit. Easy Care quality. Slightly fitted.

Classic poplin shirt with long sleeves and cuffs with adjustable 
button closure. Chest pocket. Double back yoke. Easy Care quality.

55 % cotton / 45 % polyester | S - 3XL

55 % cotton / 45 % polyester | 37/38 - 39/40 - 41/42 - 43/44 - 45/46 - 47/48 - 49/50



4000 BREATHABLE WINDPROOF WATER REPELLENT MEMBRANE 3-LAYERS

4000 BREATHABLE WINDPROOF WATER REPELLENT MEMBRANE 3-LAYERS

NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

Ladies’ functional soft shell vestNO. 0825

Men’s functional soft shell vestNO. 0824

Functional and stylish soft shell vest in a three-layer ID Tech® with updated fit. Durable and 
stretchable quality with a light mesh inner fabric. High neck for better wind and rain protection. 

Large, versatile side compartments. Elasticated hem in the bottom and armhole ensure a good fit. 

Functional and stylish soft shell vest in a three-layer ID Tech® with updated fit. Durable and  
stretchable quality with a light mesh inner fabric. High neck for better wind and rain protection. 

Large, versatile side compartments. Elasticated hem in the bottom and armhole ensure a good fit.

100 % polyester | 290 g | S - 3XL

100 % polyester | 290 g | S - 6XL 

Black

Black

Navy

Navy







NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

ACTIVE QUICK DRY+

ACTIVE QUICK DRY+

Woman functional polo shirtNO. G11006

Man functional polo shirtNO. G21006

Exclusive GEYSER cotton-like polo shirt made of moisture transmitting fabric. Attractive knitted collar stand, 
ensuring ideal fit. Sleeves with elastic ribbed cuffs. Short slit in side seams for good freedom of movement.

Exclusive GEYSER cotton-like polo shirt made of moisture transmitting fabric. Attractive knitted collar stand, 
ensuring ideal fit. Sleeves with elastic ribbed cuffs. Short slit in side seams for good freedom of movement. 

100 % polyester | 180 g | S - 3XL | GEYSER

100 % polyester | 180 g | S - 4XL | GEYSER

Black

Black

Lime

Lime

Navy

Navy

Red

Red

Royal blue

Royal blue

Silver grey

Silver grey

Light blue

Light blue

White

White



NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

ACTIVE WINDPROOF WATER REPELLENT

ACTIVE WINDPROOF WATER REPELLENT

Woman running vest | lightweightNO. G11014

Man running vest | lightweightNO. G21014

A well-fitting ultra lightweight, wind and water resistant runner’s vest. Smart, high adjustable collar. 
Elastic band at the vest hem and armholes. Ventilation material in the sides. Ventilation opening at the back. 

Two practical hidden pockets on the front. The vest has reflectors on the front and back.

A well-fitting ultra lightweight, wind and water resistant runner’s vest. Smart, high adjustable collar. 
Elastic band at the vest hem and armholes. Ventilation material in the sides. Ventilation opening at the back. 

Two practical hidden pockets on the front. The vest has reflectors on the front and back.

100 % polyester | 75 g | XS - 2XL | GEYSER

100 % polyester | 75 g | S - 3XL | GEYSER

Black

Black

Royal blue

Royal blue







NEW PRODUCT

ACTIVE WINDPROOF WATER REPELLENT

NEW PRODUCT

ACTIVE WINDPROOF WATER REPELLENT

Man running jacket | lightweightNO. G21012

A well-fitting ultra lightweight, wind and water resistant runner‘s jacket. Smart, high adjustable collar. Elastic 
band at the jacket hem and sleeves. Ventilation material under sleeves and sides. Ventilation opening at the back. 

Two practical hidden pockets on the front. The jacket has reflectors on the front, back and sleeves.
100 % polyester | 75 g | S - 3XL | GEYSER

BlackRoyal blue 

Woman running jacket | lightweightNO. G11012

A well-fitting ultra lightweight, wind and water resistant runner‘s jacket. Smart, high adjustable collar. Elastic 
band at the jacket hem and sleeves. Ventilation material under sleeves and sides. Ventilation opening at the back. 

Two practical hidden pockets on the front. The jacket has reflectors on the front, back and sleeves.

100 % polyester | 75 g | XS - 2XL | GEYSER

BlackRoyal blue



NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOURNEW COLOUR NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOUR NEW COLOUR

ISO 15797

NEW COLOURS

NEW COLOUR

ISO 15797

NEW COLOUR

NO. 0310 PRO wear T-shirt | light

Extra durable T-shirt in a lighter fabric. Four-layer neck ribbing, neck and shoulder bands and half moon at neck. The 
T-shirt has been pre-shrunk at very high temperatures, both before and after dyeing, for extra stability and long life.

50 % cotton / 50 % polyester | 175 g | XS - 6XL | PRO wear

Navy

Silver grey

Light blue

White

Black 

Red

Royal blue

Grey melange

PRO wear polo shirt | no pocketNO. 0324

White Silver grey Charcoal Red

Light blue

Extra durable and classic polo shirt without chest pocket. Neck and shoulder bands. Halfmoon at neck. The polo shirt 
has been pre-shrunk at very high temperatures, both before and after dyeing, for extra stability and long life. 

50 % cotton / 50 % polyester | 210-220 g | XS - 6XL | PRO wear

BlackNavyRoyal blue



NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOURNEW COLOUR

ISO 15797HACCP

NEW COLOUR

PRO wear polo shirt | press studNO. 0330

Royal blueLight blue

White

Navy

RedGrey melange Silver grey

Black

50 % cotton / 50 % polyester | 210-220 g | XS - 6XL | PRO wear

Extra durable polo shirt with press studs on the placket. Neck and shoulder bands and halfmoon at neck. The polo 
shirt has been pre-shrunk at very high temperatures, both before and after dyeing, for extra stability and long life. 



NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOUR

ISO 15797 YKK MAIN ZIPPER

ISO 15797 YKK MAIN ZIPPER

PRO wear ladies’ cardiganNO. 0367

PRO wear cardiganNO. 0366

Red Light blueSilver grey

Cardigan in extra durable quality. Ribbing in catalina collar as well as in sleeves and bottom.  
Half-moon at neck and neck strap. Extra twill reinforcement at shoulders. Good-quality YKK zippers  

on front and on side pockets. Soft, brushed inner fabric. The fabric has been pre-shrunk at very  
high temperatures, both before and after dyeing, for extra stability and long life. Slightly shaped.

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester | 290 g | XS - 6XL | PRO wear

RedWhite

White

Cardigan in extra durable quality. Ribbing in catalina collar as well as in sleeves and bottom.  
Half-moon at neck and neck strap. Extra twill reinforcement at shoulders. Good-quality YKK  

zippers on front and on side pockets. Soft, brushed inner fabric. The fabric has been pre-shrunk  
at very high temperatures, both before and after dyeing, for extra stability and long life.

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester | 290 g | XS - 6XL | PRO wear

BlackLight blue

Black

NavySilver grey

Navy





NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOURS

NEW COLOURS

Ladies’ padded stretch jacket NO. 0897

Padded stretch jacket NO. 0896

Nice padded stretch jacket with light, narrow diagonal channels and stretchable side sections, offering 
greater comfort and a sporty look. Side pockets with zippers. Excellent product with high functional comfort.

Nice padded stretch jacket with light, narrow diagonal channels and stretchable side sections, offering 
greater comfort and a sporty look. Side pockets with zippers. Excellent product with high functional comfort.

 Fabric/lining: 100 % polyamide. Padding: 100 % polyester | 185 g | S - 3XL

 Fabric/lining: 100 % polyamide. Padding: 100 % polyester | 185 g | S - 3XL

BlackNavyOlive

Olive Black

Silver grey

Silver grey Navy



NEW COLOUR NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOUR NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOURS

NEW COLOURS

Ladies’ stretch bodywarmer NO. 0893

Men’s stretch bodywarmer NO. 0892

Nice padded stretch body warmer with light, narrow diagonal channels and stretchable side sections, offering 
greater comfort and a sporty look. Side pockets with zippers. Excellent product with high functional comfort.

Fabric/lining: 100 % polyamide. Padding: 100 % polyester | 185 g | S - 3XL

Nice padded stretch body warmer with light, narrow diagonal channels and stretchable side sections, offering 
greater comfort and a sporty look. Side pockets with zippers. Excellent product with high functional comfort.

Fabric/lining: 100 % polyamide. Padding: 100 % polyester | 185 g | S - 3XL

NavyOrange BlackBlue

NavyOrange BlackBlue

Olive

Olive

Silver grey

Silver grey



NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOUR

ACTIVE QUICK DRY

NEW COLOURS

Man Active s/s T-shirt NO. G21002

AquaYellowOrange

Navy

Petrol melange

Red

Olive melangeGreen

Grey melange

White

Royal blue Grey

Black

Short-sleeved T-shirt in thin sweat-transporting microfibre material that keeps the body dry. The T-shirt is formfitted 
and tight to the body. It is suitable for training both indoors and outdoors, for running, working out etc.

100 % polyester | 110 g / melange colours 130 g | S - 3XL | GEYSER



NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOUR

ACTIVE QUICK DRY

NEW COLOURS

Woman Active s/s T-shirt NO. G11002

Pink

YellowOrange

Petrol melange  

Red

Olive melangeGreen

Grey melange 

Royal blue

Grey

White Aqua

Navy

Black

100 % polyester | 110 g / melange colours 130 g | XS - 2XL | GEYSER

Short-sleeved T-shirt in thin sweat-transporting microfibre material 
keeps the body dry. The T-shirt is formfitted and tight to the body.



ISO 15797

QUICK DRY+

QUICK DRY

YKK MAIN ZIPPER

ZIPPER WATERPROOF

ACTIVE

The product has been devel-
oped to meet the hygiene 
requirements for food pro-
duction as defined in HACCP.

HACCP

Breathability is measured 
in MVP (Moisture Vapour 
Permeability). MVP speci-
fies how much moisture in 
grams can be transported 
out per square metre per 24 
hours. The higher the value, 
the better the comfort.

BREATHABLE

2000 BREATHABLE

3000 BREATHABLE

4000 BREATHABLE

5000 BREATHABLE

7000 BREATHABLE

8000 BREATHABLE

WINDPROOF

Water repellent product 
made of waterproof or 
water resistant material, 
without waterproof seams.

WATER REPELLENT

Waterproof product with 
waterproof seams. The wa-
terproof level is measured as 
the water column pressure 
in milimetres, and expresses 
how much water pressure a 
fabric can withstand before 
water presses through it.

WATER PROOF

3000 WATERPROOF

5000 WATERPROOF

6000 WATERPROOF

10000 WATERPROOF

Breathable, wind and water re-
sistant three-layer membrane.

MEMBRANE 3-LAYERS

Taped seams for maximum pro-
tection against wind and rain.

TAPED SEAMS

ISO 15797 is an international 
standard for evaluating a 
product’s suitability for indus-
trial washing. The tests are 
carried out in close coopera-
tion with external experts. 

Permanent moisture trans-
mitting, breathable and 
quick-drying material.

Moisture transmitting, 
breathable and quick-drying 
material.

The product for active lei-
sure or sport

OEKO-TEX® ensures that 
the product complies with 
the limit values for levels of 
harmful substances.  

The product is designed for an 
active lifestyle, and has a good 
fit offering optimal freedom of 
movement. ID Tech® products 
are clothing with excellent 
functional qualities (breatha-
ble, wind and water resistant 
and moisture transmitting).

PRO wear has been devel-
oped for professional use. It 
can withstand daily washing 
at high temperatures. The 
series fulfills requirements 
of strength, colour-fastness 
and fit. 

Quality zipper from YKK

Waterproof zipper

Ladies’ model

WHAT DO THE ICONS MEAN?

2000 MVP

3000 MVP

4000 MVP

5000 MVP

7000 MVP

8000 MVP

Windproof material

3000 mm water column 
pressure

5000 mm water column 
pressure

6000 mm water column 
pressure

10000 mm water column 
pressure

Unisex

Tight fitting model

Loose fitting model

Regular model



A

B

A

B
D D

C

LADIES

 Standard XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

A Chest measurement 80 86 92 100 108 116 124

B Waist measurement 64 69 74 80 86 92 98

C Hip measurement 90 95 100 106 112 118 124

D Height 166 167 168 169 170 171 172

MEN AND UNISEX

 Standard XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

Shirts 35/36 37/38 39/40 41/42 43/44 45/46 47/48

A Chest measurement 84 90 96 104 112 120 128

B Hip measurement 75 80 85 91 97 103 109

D Height 178 179 180 181 182 183 184

SIZES AND MEASUREMENTS

FIND THE RIGHT SIZE – EASY AND SIMPLE

We have prepared the size guide below which can help you  
choose the correct size when you shop at ID®.

Always measure directly on the body, then find your size in the 
table below. All dimensions are in centimetres. 

If you have any questions about our size guide, please feel free 
to contact us at  support@id.dk.

LADIES
A Chest measurement 
  Chest width is to be measured  

horisontically at the widest point

B Waist measurement 
  Waist width is to be measured  

horisontically at the slimmest point

C  Hip measurement 
  Hip width is to be measured horisontically at the 

widest point

D Height

MEN and UNISEX
A   Chest measurement 

Chest width is to be measured  
horisontically at the widest point 

B  Waist measurement 
Waist width is to be measured at waistband

D Height



ID® Identity  |  Lægårdvej 138  |  7500 Holstebro  |  Denmark

+45 9749 2144  |  support@id.dk  |  www.id.dk  |  CVR/VAT No. DK 1627 8874

ID, THE ID IDENTITY LOGO, ID TECH ARE TRADEMARKS OF THE COMPANY REXHOLM A/S © 2019 REXHOLM ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

WWW.ID.DK
Visit us at


